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Dom, at Superbooth and Musikmesse 2016 I was 

able to see a few of your impressive MONTAGE 

demonstrations. How did it come to your 

collaboration with Yamaha?

I have always been a huge fan of Yamaha synthesizers 

since I remember myself. I took my very first steps on a PSR-

60 and as soon as I started a career in music production 

I have always been relying heavily on the MOTIF range of 

synthesizers. It was always something about the Yamaha 

“sound” that resonated with me and allowed me to put 

down in a recording what I had in my mind artistically. 

I have been collaborating with Yamaha UK for about 

three years now. It’s a great journey, I have been on some 

amazing shows (NAMM in L.A., Superbooth in Berlin) but 

also visited many countries like Dubai, Thailand, Malaysia, 

Singapore, Indonesia and of course, almost all of the UK. 

It’s fascinating to see the unique ways these instruments 

inspire all different people and different musical cultures.

How did you prepare for the MONTAGE 

demonstration?

Interestingly enough, MONTAGE has made it extremely 

straightforward to prepare a presentation. Using the 

Live Sets I can setup my sounds very easily, have them 

colour-coded and also use the comments section to add 

indications for things that I want to highlight for each 

sound. Sometimes I customise a few sounds, as that’s the 

sheer power of MONTAGE: It’s a synthesis beast! 

How did MONTAGE with its two sound engines 

and lots of programming capabilities inspire you 

in particular?

As I’ve said many times, in my opinion, MONTAGE is the 

sound designer’s dream. The FM-X engine is something 

that so many producers have been waiting for simply 

because it can provide the most cutting edge sounds for 

today’s electronic music scene. It can produce sounds and 

textures that cannot be achieved with Subtractive synthesis 
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no matter how many analogue synthesizers you have in 

your arsenal. 

On the other hand, the updated AWM2 engine is as always 

an endless pool of inspiration. The orchestral sounds have 

improved dramatically, the acoustic sounds have even 

more character and I still love creating analogue type 

synth sounds using the Subtractive synthesis capabilities 

of it with 8 Elements in my disposal.

On top of these, the Motion Control Synthesis combines 

those two engines to provide almost an infinite palette of 

options to create your own sounds.

You have dealt intensively with MONTAGE over a 

long period of time now. From your point of view, 

what are the most exciting features of MONTAGE?

I think I will sound a bit predictable here but for me the 

most exciting thing about MONTAGE is… the sound! It 

just blew me away. The low end is super fat and all the 

instruments shine across the frequency spectrum. I am not 

sure if this has something to do with the Pure Analogue 

Circuit but this instrument sounds so three-dimensional. 

Then of course it’s the realtime control. I just adore the 

Super Knob. It can really transform any sound into anything 

you can imagine. Your only limit is your imagination!

What musicians would you recommend a 

MONTAGE Music Synthesizer and why?

Obviously, studio musicians, producers will love the 

MONTAGE. The amount of flexibility that it provides 

and the sonic capabilities are really impressive. Sound 

designers will also find that they can perform in realtime, 

controlling multiple effects, envelopes, LFO’s and 

sequences using the Super Knob and all the realtime 

sliders and encoders. The fact that it’s a 16 stereo I/O USB 

interface up to 192kHz as well makes it a very complete 

package.  

Live players will also be very happy with it because, apart 

from the sound, they can use the Live Sets to create so 

many combinations when creating setlists. And of course, 

no interruption when switching presets due to Seamless 

Sound Switching!

How are you using the MONTAGE when playing 

live and what are your favourite features?

It goes without saying that the Live Sets are indispensable 

for my live performances. But apart from that, I now 

cannot live without the External Sidechain, the Envelope 

Follower and Auto Beat Sync. I always get a feed from the 

drummer (either the kick drum or the full drumset) and 
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then I sidechain the sound of my MONTAGE to it. This 

provides super tight sidechaining but I am also confident 

that all my Arpeggiators and effects will be in sync with 

my live drummer, which is a killer feature for playing live. 

Could you tell us something about your musical 

background and your current activities?

I am a classically trained musician with a diploma in piano 

and a degree in Musicology. Although I love jazz a lot, 

my musical brain functions with the “classical” train of 

thought. I have worked for more than 10 years in the music 

industry, producing music for various types of artists, but 

I mainly compose music for films, documentaries and TV. 

I also work as a music producer and mixing/mastering 

engineer at Sunlightsquare Records / Doctormix.com in 

London where I am also lucky enough to work on some 

amazing music (with lots of impeccable gear) and work 

for companies like Sony Pictures, Studio Canal etc.

Name us 3 of your most influential albums.

Wow, that’s always a hard one. 

I’d say one of the most influential albums for me would 

be “A Night At The Opera” from Queen. It’s the kind of 

album that can give you something different musically 

whenever you listen to it. 

Then I would say Michael Jackson’s “Thriller” and finally 

Muse’s “Absolution”
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The Super Knob is undoubtedly the most 

visually striking detail on MONTAGE. This 

is quite justified, as this eye-catchiness 

reflects the central role of the Super Knob 

in the Motion Control Synthesis Engine. 

In this tutorial, I will first give general hints on the Controller 

Routing, so that you are able to use the features of the 

Motion Control Synthesis Engine sensibly. This is followed 

by practical examples of first parameter assignments to 

the Super Knob. 

You can download MONTAGE Performances with 

reference to the respective sections of this tutorial. If 

you happen to lose the thread, you don't have to start 

from scratch. Instead, you can simply load the respective 

Performance of the current section and continue to work 

with it. These tutorial Performances can be requested by 

e-mail - details about the procedure can be found at the 

end of this article.

Controller matrIx

The concept of the Motion Control Synthesis Engine is 

presented in the figure on the next page as a kind of 

flowchart. 

montage
Controller-routIng & 
super Knob tutorIal 
part 1
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The Controller Routing in MONTAGE is very flexible. For 

example, it is possible to control several Destinations 

from one Source in parallel. On the other hand, multiple 

Sources can also influence one single Destination. 

Controller  

assIgnment

The connections between the Sources and Destinations are 

made in the Controller Assignment. Within a Performance 

the Controller Assignment is located in the Common area 

and in each Part. 

For all possible links within the Motion Control Synthesis 

Engine, clarity regarding the direction of action is of great 

importance. There is always a Source and a Destination. 

At the time of non-programmable synthesizers, there 

was no need to think about that. The Pitch Bend Wheel 

(Source) was always assigned to the pitch (Destination). As 

long as we speak exclusively of physical controller Sources 

(Assignable Knobs, Mod Wheel, Assignable Switches), this 

is comparatively easy to overlook. But as soon as non-

physical Sources are added, it becomes somewhat more 

demanding. The Super Knob itself (Physical), for example, 

is always a Source, but it can also be the Destination of a 

Motion Sequence Lane (non-physical) at the same time. 

Therefore I think that it is helpful to imagine the Controller 

Routing in a matrix.

In both the Control Assign Common and the Control 

Assign of each Part (!) up to 16 assignments can be 

programmed. These assignments are stored with each 

Performance. 
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The following Sources and Destinations are available for 

the Common Controller Assignment: 

SourceS

•	Assignable	Knob	1	…	8

•	Motion	Sequence	Lane	1	…	4

•	Envelope	Follower	1	…	16	/	A/D	In	/	Master

DeStinationS 

•	Insert	A	Parameter	(A/D	Input)	 	

•	Insert	B	Parameter	(A/D	Input)

•	Reverb	Parameter	(System)	 	 	

•	Variation	Parameter	(System)

•	Master	Effect	Parameter

•	A/D	Input	Parameter

•	Part	1	…	16	Assignable	Knob	1	…	8

For Part Controller Assignment, there are the following 

Sources and Destinations:  

SourceS

•	Pitch	Bend	 	 	 	

•	Mod	Wheel	 	 	 	

•	AfterTouch	 	 	 	

•	Foot	Controller	1

•	Foot	Controller	2

•	Foot	Switch	 	 	 	 	

•	Ribbon	

•	Breath

•	Assignable	Knob	1	…	8

•	Assignable	Switch	1	&	2

•	Motion	Sequence	Lane	1	…	4

•	Envelope	Follower	1	…	16	/	A/D	In	/	Master

DeStinationS

•	Insert	A	Parameter	(Part)

•	Insert	B	Parameter	(Part)

•	Part	Parameter	(see	screen	1)

•	Element	Parameter	(see	screen	2)

•	FM	Parameter	(see	screen	3)

As already seen in the matrix above, the Assignable 

Knobs appear as a Source for Common, for each Part as 

a Destination, and within each Part as Source again. The 

Super Knob does not appear in the Controller Assignment. 

It is connected as a Source to the Common Assignable 

Knobs, but can be automated by a Motion Sequence and 

simultaneously becomes a Destination in this case. 

Screen 

1

Screen 

2

Screen 

3
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The parameters in the Part Controller Assignment can not be addressed directly from the Common Assignable Knobs (and 

thus from the Super Knob). To do this, you have to route at least one of the Common Assignable Knobs to a Part Assignable 

Knob. The following figure gives an overview. 

proportIonalItIes

By setting up several assignments, different parameters can be controlled simultaneously, for example, with the central Super 

Knob. This alone - in conjunction with the usage of a foot controller (FC7) to control the Super Knob itself - allows extensive 

sound shaping during your Performance on the keyboard. However, if all parameters were only changeable in their regular 

(or a reduced) value range, constraints would arise relatively quickly. The MONTAGE developers gave a lot of attention to 

this fact and implemented numerous so-called "Curve Types". These Curve Types and their additional parameters allow a 

very sensitive change of several controllers in a clearly defined proportionality. 

A typical combination is, for example, Cutoff and 

Resonance. If you reduce the value for the Filter 

Cutoff and increase the Resonance at the same 

time, an unpleasant loudness boost might occur. 

But by assigning a third controller (Volume) and 

a correspondingly set Curve you can easily and 

precisely intercept the point at which it becomes 

necessary. 

The figure to the right shows the 18 available Curve 

Types. 

User Curves can also be programmed. 32 memory 

locations are provided for them. 
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The "Ratio" parameter specifies the ratio with which 

the Curve affects the Destination. Up to two additional 

parameters are available for each Curve Type. With 

them, for example, bends, angles, or attack points can 

be adapted. Each Curve can also be used "Unipolar" or 

"Bipolar". In the "Unipolar" mode, the Curve acts in one 

direction, for example, with a Ratio of 0 ... 63. "Bipolar" 

moves the zero position to the center of a value range and 

allows changes to both sides (-64 ... -1>) 0 <+1 ... +63). 

Here too, a figure contributes to a better understanding. 

It shows the Curve Type "Standard" with different 

settings. The graphical representation of the Curve in the 

MONTAGE display is also very helpful.

Now that you know the most important basics you are 

ready for the transition from theory to practice. 

sImple super Knob 

routIng

For this first part I would like to work with very simple 

examples. The Control Assignment Screen is explained 

while working through these examples. I will refer to the 

figure at the bottom of this page and the numbering of the 

corresponding areas or functions within. 

The aim of the first routing is to control the Volume of a 

Part, which is then controllable with the Super Knob and 

thus the FC7. If you want to follow the examples, please 

follow the recommendations and steps. 

•	Please	 press	 [CATEGORY	 SEARCH]	 (from	 the	 home	

screen)

•	Select	the	Performance	"S700	for	MONTAGE"	from	the	

Category	>Main	=	Piano,	>Sub	=	Acoustic

•	Press	[PERFORMANCE	(HOME)]

•	Tap	on	the	"+"	in	Part	2

•	Select	the	Performance	"Background"	from	the	Category	

>Main	=	Strings,	>Sub	=	Ensemble

•	Press	[PERFORMANCE	(HOME)]
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•	Reduce	 the	 Volume	 of	 Part	 2	 (Strings)	 with	 Fader	 2		

to	zero

•	Press	[ASSIGN]	(to	the	left	of	the	Super	Knob)

•	Save	 the	 Performance	 with	 [STORE]	 and	 assign		

a	unique	name

The prepared Tutorial Performance "Super K. Tutorial 1a" 

corresponds to this status. 

If you move the Super Knob, you can notice that the 

existing routing causes slight changes. However, these do 

not interfere with the further course of the example. In the 

next section, the Common Assignable Knobs are routed to 

the Part Assignable Knobs. To avoid overlapping existing 

routings, the Assignable Knob 6 is used in this example. 

•		Press	[EDIT]	-	you	are	in	"Edit	-	Common/Audio"

•	Tap	 on	 "Control"	 on	 the	 left	 side	 of	 the	 menu	 (left	

column)

•	Tap	on	"Control	Assign"	in	the	submenu	(right	column)

•	Tap	on	"Auto	Select"	(1)	(active	=	green)

•	Move	the	Assignable	Knob	6

•	The	display	shows	(2)	"AsgnKnob	6"

•	Disable	"Auto	Select"	(1)	(inactive	=	gray)

•	Tap	on	the	"+"	below	"AutoSelect"

•	The	following	is	shown	on	the	display:	

•		Tap	 on	 the	 field	 "InsA	

Param	 1"	 below	

"Destination	2"

•	Select	 "Part	 2	 Assign	

6"	 (right	 column)	 from	

the	 menu	 "Part	 2"	 (left	

column)	

•		Confirm	 the	 selection	

with	[ENTER]

•	Tap	on	the	"+"	to	the	right	

of	"Destination	2"

•	Tap	 on	 the	 field	 "InsA	

Param	 1"	 below	

"Destination	3"

•	Select	 "Part	3	Assign	6"	 (right	column)	 from	the	menu	

"Part	3"	(left	column)	

•	Confirm	the	selection	with	[ENTER]

•		Press	[PERFORMANCE	(HOME)]

•	Save	 the	 Performance	 with	 [STORE]	 and	 [Overwrite	

Current	Perf.]

The Tutorial Performance "Super K. Tutorial 1b" 

corresponds to this status.

Up to this step no Controller or Parameter Assignment 

has been set. But we established the connection from the 

Common Assignable Knob 6 to the Part Assignable Knob 

6 (Part 2 and 3). Now for the rest:

•	Press	[EDIT]	-	you	are	 in	the	section	"Edit	-	Common/

Audio"

•	Select	 Part	 2	 -	 you	are	 in	 the	 section	 "Edit	 -	 Part	 2	 -	

Common"
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•	Tap	on	 "Mod	 /	Control"	 on	 the	 left	 side	 of	 the	menu	

(column	on	the	left)

•	Tap	on	"Control	Assign"	in	the	submenu	(column	on	the	

right)

•	Tap	on	"Auto	Select"	(1)	(active	=	green)

•	Move	the	Assignable	Knob	6

•	The	display	shows	(2)	"AsgnKnob	6"

•	Disable	"Auto	Select"	(1)	(inactive	=	gray)

•	Tap	on	the	"+"	below	"Auto	Select"	(4)

•	The	following	is	shown	on	the	display:	

•		Turn	the	Super	Knob	all	the	way	to	the	left	(zero	position)

•	Press	[PERFORMANCE	(HOME)]

•	Save	 the	 Performance	 with	 [STORE]	 and	 [Overwrite	

Current	Perf.]

The Tutorial Performance "Super K. Tutorial 1c" 

corresponds to this status. 

•	Tap	 on	 the	 field	 "InsA	 EQ	 1	 Freq"	 below		

"Destination	7"	(4)

•	Select	 "Part	 Param"	 (left	 column)	 and	 "Volume"	 (right	

column)	from	the	menu

•	Confirm	the	selection	with	[ENTER]

•	The	following	is	shown	on	the	display:

With the Super Knob (and an optional FC7) you can now 

fade in the String Ensemble sound. To this point this is 

perhaps not very exciting. But I think it is useful to start 

with a very simple example. 

super Knob routIng 

step 2

Perhaps, however, you have noticed that I have already 

set up a connection to Assignable Knob Part 3 in the first 

step of the Common Assignment. This Part is unused in 

the Performance so far. However, over the course of time,  

I have become accustomed to apply the Common Routings 

in advance for other Parts that I might want to use later. 

So, if I expand the Performance I only have to work in the 

Part. I would now like to take this step forward. The aim is 

to additionally set up a Pad Layer and use the Super Knob 

to add the String Ensemble or the Pad to the Piano sound. 

•	Press [PERFORMANCE (HOME)]

•	Tap the "+" in Part 3

•	Select the Performance "Etheral" from the  

Category> Main = Pad,> Sub = Warm

•	Press [PERFORMANCE (HOME)]

•	Reduce the volume of Part 3 (Pad) with Fader 3 to zero

•	Move the Super Knob to the value 64 (center position 

- the Strings are audible)

•	Save the Performance with [STORE] and [Overwrite 

Current Perf.]

The prepared Tutorial Performance "Super K. Tutorial 1d" 

corresponds to this status.

•		Press	[EDIT]	-	you	are	 in	the	section	"Edit	-	Common/

Audio"

•	Select	 Part	 2	 -	 you	are	 in	 the	 section	 "Edit	 -	 Part	 2	 -	

Common"

•	Tap	on	"Mod	/	Control"	on	the	left	hand	menu	(column	

on	the	left)

•	Tap	on	"Control	Assign"	in	the	submenu	(column	on	the	

right)

•	Tap	on	AutoSelect	(1)	(active	=	green)

•	Move	the	Assignable	Knob	6
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•	The	display	shows	(2)	"AsgnKnob	6"

•	Disable	"AutoSelect"	(1)	(inactive	=	grey)

You are back in the Part 2 Assignment of Assignable Knob 

6 with Destination 7 "Volume". 

So, what are adjustments are there tomake and how are 

they to be programmed?

The "Ratio" can be used to control the maximum Volume 

of Parts 2 and 3. For Part 2 (Strings), a value change has a 

normal effect (increase of the value leads to an increased 

Volume). For Part 3, the Curve is inverted, changes to the 

minus range increase the Volume (to the left of the zero 

position). If "Param 1" of the Curve (10) is changed from 

5 to 6 in Part 3 (Pad), the curvature changes and the zero 

point moves slightly to the right. As a result, the Pad can 

also be heard softly in the zero position of the Super Knob 

- this can be used to achieve a seamless transition to the 

String Ensemble when moving the Super Knob to the right. 

Experiment with this parameter for Parts 2 and 3 to learn 

the effect.

super Knob breaK …

With the second part of Super Knob routing, you have 

a fairly simple, yet practical example of how a standard 

bipolar Curve can work. Using a foot controller to control 

the Volume of two Parts in the same way would not be 

possible without the Curve Types and corresponding 

parameters. With other Curve Types and parameter 

settings it is possible to overlap several Parts over the 

course of the Super Knob's control range. A good example 

of this is the Preset Performance "FM Heavens Harp".

This concludes this first part. In the next part, I will work 

with other parameters and somewhat more complex 

routings.

Enjoy building Super routes! 

Hans-Peter	Henkel

•	Change	the	"Polarity"	of	the	Curve	from	"Uni"	to	"Bi"	(the	

Strings	are	no	longer	audible)	(8)

•	Select	 Part	 3	 -	 you	are	 in	 the	 section	 "Edit	 -	 Part	 3	 -	

Common"

•	Tap	the	"+"	below	"Auto	Select"	(4)

•	In	the	"InsA	LfoSpd"	field,	tap	below	"Destination	7"	(4)

•	From	 the	 menu	 "Part	 Param"	 (column	 left)	 select	

"Volume"	(column	right)

•	Confirm	the	selection	with	[ENTER]

•	Change	the	"Polarity"	of	the	Curve	from	"Uni"	to	"Bi"	(8)

•	Change	the	"Ratio"	of	the	Curve	to	"-20"	(9)

•	Press [PERFORMANCE (HOME)]

•	Save the Performance with [STORE] and [Overwrite 

Current Perf.]

The Tutorial Performance "Super K. Tutorial 1e" 

corresponds to this status.
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The free workshop Tutorial Performances can be ordered by sending an e-mail with the keyword "MONTAGE Free" to:

montage@easysounds.de

Immediately after registering, you will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing the download link for the content. 

The Motion Sequence Tutorial Performances of this Music Production Guide as well as the FM-X Tutorial Performances 

of the MONTAGE FM-X Guide (Music Production Guide, issues 03-2016 to 06-2016) can be downloaded with the same 

access.

The "MCSK_Tutorial" file already contains the Tutorial Performances of this and the next two parts. So you don't have to 

repeat the download before each part.
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This new workshop series is all about 

MONTAGE's Motion Sequencer – which is a 

breathtaking feature of Yamaha's new top 

synthesizer.

After an introduction to the basic functions of the Motion 

Sequencer this first part will show you how to create your 

own Motion Sequences using only that basic knowledge.

motIon sequenCe 

basICs

The purpose of the Motion Sequencer is to perform 

complex sound changes using the parameters that are 

defined by the Control Assign function.

The Motion Sequencer is similar to a traditional multi-track 

step sequencer, but with the difference that not real-time 

notes, but sound parameters are controlled. The Motion 

Sequencer can be used independently of or in addition to 

the Arpeggiator and can be synchronised with all tempo-

dependent features in MONTAGE. 

The Motion Sequence function is present in each Part of 

a Performance. For the Common Part and Parts 1 - 8, 

up to four "Lanes" are available. However, a maximum of 

eight Lanes can be used in all Parts together. A Lane can 

be regarded as a Track of the Motion Sequencer, which 

controls the parameters that are assigned to it. Each Lane 

has its own set of parameters, which is defined in the 

Control Assign Display.

Each of the four Lanes available in a Part contains eight 

Sequences. Thus, a total of 32 individual Sequences can 

be contained in one Part.

There is a global Motion Sequence Part Switch ("PartSW") 

for each Part, which is set to ON for all Parts in the basic 

setting in the Play Mode Display "Motion Control - Motion 

Seq". The respective Lanes 1 - 4 are activated to the right 

of the PartSW. For example, if a Part's Lanes 1 - 3 are set 

to ON, "Active 3/8" appears at the top of the display. So, 

here three of the eight available Lanes would be active.

montage motIon 
sequenCer 
part 1: FIrst steps
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The Part Edit Display "Motion Seq - Lane" shows the settings 

for the Motion Sequence functions of the respective Part 

in a matrix.

The Lanes can be switched on and off with "LaneSW". 

If a Lane is switched on, the settings of the parameters  

LaneSW, MS FX, Trigger, and Sequence Select are 

available.

"Sync" is used to set whether the Motion Sequencer uses its 

own clock (off) or is synchronised to other Sources (Temp, 

Beat, Arp, Lane 1).

If "Sync" is set to "off", the speed of the Motion Sequencer 

can be set with - tada! - "Speed".

With Sync enabled the parameter "Unit Multiply" is used 

to multiply or halve the counting times. The default setting 

of 100% and 16 Steps results in a Sequence length of one 

measure. "200%" doubles the playback time. And when 

setting the maximum value of 6400%, a Sequence with 16 

Steps has a length of 64 measures.

"Key On Reset" can be used to force the Motion Sequence 

to be reset with each keystroke - when "Each-On" or "1st-

On" is selected.

"Loop" (on / off) determines whether the Motion Sequence 

is played once ("One Shot") or in a loop.

With "Velocity Limit" you can set the Motion Sequence to 

be started only when you are playing in a certain velocity 

range.

For further information on the parameters described here, 

please refer to the Reference Manual on pages 81/82.

edIt sequenCe

To edit the Sequence selected in a Lane, go to "Edit 

Sequence" at the bottom of the display. In the upper left 

corner of the Edit Sequence Display, one of the four Lanes 

(1 - 4) can be selected for editing. 

The number of Steps can be set to the right of it with the 

"Cycle" parameter. There are 16 Steps in the basic setting 

"Cycle = 16". 

"MS FX" determines whether or not the global parameters 

Amplitude, Shape, Smooth, and Random are active, which 

can be controlled with the MOTION SEQ knobs.

"Trigger" can be activated for each Lane if the Motion 

Sequences are to be started with the [MOTION SEQ 

TRIGGER] button.

With "Sequence Select" the Motion Sequence numbers  

1 - 8 can be selected. During the switching, the Sequences 

of all Lanes are switched simultaneously. In Play Mode, 

the Sequences can be switched with the MOTION SEQ 

SELECT buttons 1 - 8.
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With the "Amplitude" parameter, the level of all Steps  

- starting from the value 64 - can be raised or lowered 

globally.

Use the parameter "Smooth" to create globally softer 

transitions between the Steps values higher than 0.

"Sequence Select" determines the Motion Sequence 

number for the Lanes. This choice is linked to the function 

of the same name in the Lane Display mentioned above.

Below the first line of the display (containing the parameters 

Cycle, Amplitude, Smooth, and Sequence Select) is the 

heart of the Motion Sequencer, the matrix for the setting 

of the 16 Steps. 

In the first line of this matrix the Step Curve is displayed. 

It depends on the setting of the Step Type (A or B) in the 

third line of the matrix which Curve is shown here. Which 

Curves are assigned to the Step Types A and B individually 

set for each Step depend on the settings for "Pulse A" and 

"Pulse B" (see below). For a Motion Sequence, a maximum 

of two different Curves is available, namely A or B. 

However, the Curve settings for the eight Sequences of 

a Lane can be different, so that up to 16 different Curves 

can be used in one Lane.

In the middle row of the matrix, the Step Value of the Motion 

Sequence can be found, which is graphically represented 

by the size of the Curve. At the maximum value of 127, the 

Curve fills the full range of the Step Curve, while the Curve 

can not be seen at a value of 0.

The effect of the settings of the Step Values on the sound 

depends on the parameter assignment in the Control 

Assign. When assigning the Volume to the Lane, the Step 

Value controls, for example, the Volume of the respective 

Steps, shaped by the selected Curve. When "Cutoff" is 

assigned, the Filter Cutoff Frequency is controlled with 

the Step Value. In principle, all parameters which are 

available in Control Assign can be modulated with Motion 

Sequences.

The setting of Step Values 1 - 8 and 9 - 16 can be 

done very easily with the Sliders 1 - 8. When one of

the Steps 9-16 is selected, the Sliders are assigned to the 

Steps 9-16.

The Step Types (A or B) can be selected according to the 

same principle with the SCENE buttons [1] - [8] located 

directly below the Sliders. Motion Sequences can thus be 

intuitively programmed as with a hardware sequencer.

Parts of the following explanations are already contained 

in the article "MONTAGE Controller Routing & Super 

Knob Tutorial - Part 1 ". However, with corresponding 

repetitions, the relations are easier to understand.

With the alternative selection of "Unipolar" and "Bipolar", 

the polarity of the respective Motion Sequence - outgoing 

from the set parameter value - can be determined.

Unipolar changes the Motion only in the positive direction.

Bipolar, on the other hand, works in both positive and 

negative directions. The value 64 then corresponds to 

the original parameter setting. So, if all values are set to 

64, there is no change. For values below 64, the Curve is 

inverted.

It is possible to choose the Polarity flexibly and intuitively. 

In principle, however, it makes sense to adapt these to 

the Polarity used in the corresponding Control Assign Set. 

If, for example, the Destination "Pan" is selected in the 

Control Assign, the Polarity "Bipolar" should be selected 

in both the Control Assign and in the Lane, since a 

modulation in both directions is generally appropriate for 

the parameter "Pan".
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Pulse A and Pulse B are used to determine the Curves for 

Step Types "A" and "B" (see above). If, for example, the Step 

Type "A" is set for Step 1, the Curve set in the "Pulse A" field 

is reproduced in this Step.

A total of 18 Preset Curves are available: Standard, 

Sigmoid, Threshold, Bell, Dogleg, FM, AM, M, Discrete 

Saw, Smooth Saw, Triangle, Square, Trapezoid, Tilt Sine, 

Bounce, Resonance, Sequence, and Hold.

In addition, up to 32 User Curves can be programmed.

The Curves are selected by clicking on the field with the 

currently set Curve. Then a list with all available Curves 

opens, from which you can select the desired one.

After you close the selection list, it is also possible to select 

other Curves with the data dial or the DEC / INC buttons 

without having to reopen the selection list. It is often more 

effective to just tap the Curves and select a suitable one 

by ear.

With the alternative selection of Forward or Reverse, you 

can set the play direction individually for each Sequence 

and separately for "A" and "B".

With Prm1 and Prm2, the Step Curve can be varied to 

varying degrees. This multiplies the actually available 

selection of Curves, since the possibilities of change with 

Prm1 and Prm2 are considerable. Immediately after 

selection the modified Curve is displayed graphically in 

the fields "Pulse A" and "Pulse B".   

Control ON / OFF determines whether the form of the 

Step Curve for the Motion Sequence is to be controlled 

by controller movements or not. This parameter is only 

displayed if "MS FX" is switched on.

With Store Sequence and Save Sequence the Motion 

Sequences can be saved or loaded individually. However, 

this is only necessary if the Sequences should also be 

available in other Lanes of the same Performance or the 

Lanes of other Performances, since modified Sequences 

are always stored together with the Performance.

The maximum of 256 Sequences that can be saved are 

stored together with the other user data as a User File or 

as a Library File.

User and Library Sequences can be used at the same 

time. These are available in a common list - sorted by 

name or date.

A User Sequence contains the parameters that appear in 

the display after selecting "Edit Sequence".
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As mentioned before, there is a limitation when using 

Motion Sequences. A maximum of eight Lanes can be 

used in a Performance. The limit is thus achieved, for 

example, when all four Lanes are used in two Parts, or 

when one Lane is used in each of the eight Parts. The 

available Lanes can be distributed as desired to the eight 

Parts. When the maximum number of Lanes is reached, 

no more Lane can be activated. So, in order to edit a new 

Lane, an existing Lane must first be deactivated.

motIon sequenCer 

worKshop

In the following workshop section, the first Steps for 

programming your own Motion Sequences will be shown 

and the functions used will be explained. We use an 

initialised Performance with an unprocessed Sawtooth 

Waveform as starting point. In this way, you can hear and 

better estimate the result of the modulation by the Motion 

Sequence without the affections of other sound-shaping 

factors.

For this workshop, you can download Tutorial 

Performances with reference to the respective sections. If 

you might have lost the thread, you don't have to start from 

scratch. Instead, you can load the respective Performance 

of the current section and continue to work with it. These 

Tutorial Performances are available as a free download 

(see explanation at the end of this article).

Please do not expect any spectacular results from these 

first programming examples. The Motion Sequences are 

deliberately simple and easy to understand, which helps 

to better understand their functionality.

It is best to reboot your MONTAGE before starting to 

follow the steps of the workshop.

•		Press	the	CATEGORY	button

•	Select	 "Preset"	and	 "Init"	as	 the	Main	Category	 in	 the	

display

•	Select	 the	 Performance	 "Init	 Normal	 (AWM2)"	 and	

confirm	with	Exit

•	Press	the	EDIT	button	and	select	Part	1

•	Click	 on	 "1"	 at	 the	 bottom	 of	 the	 display	 and	 select	

Element	1	for	editing

•	In	the	"Osc	/	Tune"	display,	tap	on	the	"Number"	field,	

then	tap	on	"Number"	on	the	left

•	Enter	 the	 Waveform	 number	 2118	 (P5	 SawDown		

180	dg)	and	confirm	with	"Done"

•	Press	STORE	and	tap	on	"STORE	As	New	Performance"		

•	Then	replace	the	default	name	"Initialized	Perform"	with	

a	different	name,	e.g.	 "MSEQ	Start"	and	confirm	with	

"Done"
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You can use this Performance as a useful starting point for 

various types of programming. In our example, the simple 

Sawtooth sound should be modulated in Volume using 

a Motion Sequence. You can also use the first Tutorial 

Performance, which reflects the status as described here.

Tutorial-Performance	01	=	MSEQ	Start

Now you can prepare the programming of the Motion 

Sequence. To do this, you first have to specify which 

parameter should be controlled in "Control Assign".

•	Press	EDIT	and	select	Part	1

•	Select	"Common"	at	the	bottom	of	the	display

•	Select	 "Mod	/	Control"	on	 the	 left	 side	of	 the	display	

and	then	"Control	Assign"

•	Select	 the	 Source	 "MS	 Lane	 1"	 in	 the	 "Display	 Filter"	

field.	 To	do	 this,	 the	 list	 opening	on	 the	 left	must	 be	

moved	down	with	the	down	arrow

•	Click	the	"+"	icon	in	the	second	line	of	the	display.	The	

parameter	"InsA	Param	1"	appear	as	"Destination	1"

•		Tap	on	"InsA	Param	1"	and	select	the	"Part	Param"	group	

from	the	opening	list,	then	the	"Volume"	parameter,	then	

close	the	list	with	EXIT.	You	will	now	see	Destination	1	

"Volume"	in	the	display.	The	Source	"Lane	1"	is	already	

set

This completes the allocation of the "Volume" parameter 

to Lane 1 of the Motion Sequence of Part 1. Before the 

actual programming of the Motion Sequence can start, an 

important Part setting is still required.

Since a positive value for the Intensity (Ratio = +32) is set 

in Control Assign, the Volume for the Part must be set to 

a value of 0. Only then you can control the entire Volume 

range from 0 - 127 with the Motion Sequence.

•	Select	the	Display	"Part	Setting	/	General"

•	Set	the	Volume	to	0

The Motion Sequence is activated with the next steps. EDIT 

and Part 1 are still selected.

•		Select	the	"Motion	Seq	/	Lane"	Display

•	Set	"Motion	Seq	Master	SW"	to	ON

•	Set	the	"Lane	SW"	in	Lane	1	to	ON
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With these Steps the Motion Sequencer is switched on 

and Lane 1 of Part 1 is activated. When you play on the 

keyboard, you hear a rhythmic sequence of the Sawtooth 

sound.

Tutorial	Performance	02	=	MSEQ	ON

Before you begin programming your own Motion 

Sequences, you should load some Preset Sequences, 

which are used to provide usable basic settings.

•	Click	on	"Load	Sequence"

•	Click	on	"Preset"	 in	the	Utility	Display	that	opens.	The	

first	page	of	the	Preset	Motion	Sequences	list	appears

•		Click	 on	 the	 first	 Sequence	 "Big	 Bell	 1"	 and	 check		

the	 Sequence	 shown	 in	 the	 lower	 right	 corner		

of	the	display

•	Use	the	same	Steps	to	load	more	Preset	Sequences

After you have gained an impression of the Preset Motion 

Sequences, you can start editing your own.

important note:

If you interrupt the editing process after saving the 

Performance and want to continue some time later, you 

should always make sure that Part 1 is selected in the 

EDIT mode. If you have accidentally selected the Common 

Part, you can also choose a Motion Sequence - but that 

does not contain the settings for the Part 1 and can't be 

activated.

•	Load	the	Preset	Sequence	"Big	Triangle	1"

•	In	the	lower-left	corner	of	the	display,	click	on	the	"Edit	

Sequence"	 field	 to	 edit	 Sequence	1	of	 Lane	1.	All	 16	

Steps	in	the	Sequence	are	set	to	the	value	127

•	Reduce	the	number	of	Steps	in	the	"Cycle"	field	at	the	

top	 left	 of	 the	 display	 to	 "8".	 Limiting	 to	 eight	 Steps	

makes	initial	editing	much	easier

•	Set	 the	 Step	Values	3,	4,	7,	 and	8	 to	64.	 To	do	 this,	

you	can	use	the	Sliders	1	-	8,	which	are	automatically	

assigned	to	the	Steps.	The	second	and	fourth	triangle	

depicted	 in	 the	 graphical	 representation	 are	 now	

rendered	with	a	halved	value,	which	makes	the	first	and	

third	triangles	heavily	accentuated

Tutorial	Performance	03	=	Triangle

With the next Steps, the Motion Sequence generates a 

delay effect by the continuously decreasing Step Values.

•		Set	Steps	1	-	8	to	"A"

•	Set	"Direction"	for	"A"	to	"Reverse"

•	Set	Step	Values	1	-	8	to	the	values	27,	96,	84,	72,	60,	

48,	36,	and	24

Tutorial	Performance	04	=	Echo
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The setting Cycle = 16 expands the Sequence to 16 Steps. 

With Steps 9 - 16, a continuous increase of the values shall 

be programmed after the continuous fall. The Curve is set 

slightly more percussively with "Prm1".

•	Set	"Cycle"	to	16

•	Set	the	Step	Values	9	-	16	to	the	values	12,	24,	36,	48,	

60,	72,	84,	96

•	Set	"Prm1"	to	7

Tutorial	Performance	05	=	„Down	&	Up“

•	Set the Steps 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, and 16 

to "B"

•	Set the Steps 3, 6, 8, 11, and 14 to "A" and the values 

to "100"

•	Set "Reverse" as the direction for "A" and "B"

•	Set "Prm1" to 1 and "Prm2" to 8

Tutorial	Performance	06	=	„Complex“

For the next Sequence, first leave the Edit Sequence 

Display with EXIT to set "Sync = Beat" in the Lane Display. 

The Motion Sequence is then played back at the preset 

Tempo of the Performance (90 bpm)

•	Click on "Edit Sequence" again

Even if the sound is still quite simple - this Motion Sequence 

is already musically usable and provides a good starting 

point for further creations.

You have now mastered all the important functions of 

the Motion Sequencer and have already been able to 

follow the first steps of programming Motion Sequences. 

This introduction and the acquired basic understanding 

of Motion Sequence programming should already allow 

the intuitive creation of your very own Motion Sequences. 

With the help of the Sliders and Scene buttons this can be 

done very fast!
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In the next part we will describe the creative use of Preset 

Curves.

Peter	Krischker

The free Motion Sequence Tutorial Performances can 

be ordered by sending an e-mail with the keyword 

"MONTAGE Free" to:

montage@easysounds.de

Immediately after registering, you will receive an e-mail 

from EASY SOUNDS containing the download link for the 

content. The FM-X Tutorial Performances of the MONTAGE 

FM-X Guide (Music Production Guide, issues 03-2016 to 

06-2016) can be downloaded with the same access.

The "MSEQ Tutorial" File already contains the Tutorial 

Performances of this and the next two parts. So you don't 

have to repeat the download before each part.
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When I received the parcel, I didn't know 
what's inside. But when unpacking I got 
very big eyes: These are the new Yamaha 
Drum Triggers!

The great design caught my eye immediately. Once 

unpacked you hold massive, chrome-design Triggers 

made of metal in your hands. The only question is, 

whether the design keeps its promises. 

the Contents

Each Trigger comes with a long cable. The cable features 

a normal 6.3mm phone jack on one end and an angled 

6.3mm phone jack on the other. This has the advantage 

that when mounted the cable hangs nice and tidy from 

the drum.

dt50s snare and tom 

trIgger

These Triggers have two piezos installed. This means that 

you can trigger the hoop and the head and thus play 

rimshot and head like you do on a real snare. Of course, 

Yamaha trIggers 
dt50s & dt50K
FIrst-Class desIgn and FunCtIonalItY  

In massIve Yamaha qualItY

you can assign any other sounds in the connected Drum 

Trigger Module, such as percussion, samples, loops, and 

sound effects. Both the locking screw and the jack of the 

Trigger are made of metal. So you get the point: Metal is 

its agenda.
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dt50K bassdrum 

trIgger

The Bass Drum Trigger is constructed as stable. This has a 

wider opening for the hoop. This Trigger features a single 

piezo. The features of jack & screw are the same as on 

the DT50S.

Because with this App you can alter all settings with your 

finger, such as Pad Type, Velocity Curve, Gain, Cross Talk, 

Minimum and Maximum Level, Reject Time, etc. Also, 

a special Hybrid Assistant feature can be useful when 

adjusting your kit. 

the assemblY

It's really easy to mount the Triggers. Even my mother, who 

is 70 years old, had no trouble to screw the Triggers to the 

drums. The locking screw holds the Triggers super tight on 

the drum and the piezo is positioned nicely with a foam 

spacer on the head.

settIngs

While testing I used a DTX502 Module. This Module is 

ideal for Hybrid and Trigger use and provides all the 

controls that you need. With the help of the DTX502 Touch 

App the whole thing can be adjusted even more easier. 
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After I had adjusted the settings to my personal kit and 

playing style, I have created my own Drum Kit using the 

same App - it is easy to select the desired sounds.

the possIbIlItIes

What fascinates me is that with a Hybrid kit I have so many 

possibilities, playing live or in the studio. If I pick up the 

acoustic kit with microphones and simultaneously use the 

Triggers, there are three signals:

1.	The	sound	of	the	microphones

2.	The	sound	from	the	E-Drum	Module

3.	The	MIDI	signal	from	the	E-Drum	Module

This way you can mix the acoustic sound with the E-Drum 

sounds or even play VST PlugIns on a computer via the 

USB-to-Host connection.

This is a great feature for drummers of a cover band. You 

can play Bryan Adams with the acoustic kit and David 

Guetta with electronic sounds - you can switch music 

styles in a jiffy.

Accordingly, Hybrid kits with Triggers are popular among 

the pros at the moment, because you can load your 

own sounds into almost all Yamaha Electronic Drum 

Modules. So you simply load the original studio samples 

into your Module and have the studio sound for your live 

performances.

mY ConClusIon

The new Yamaha Drum Triggers are top-of-the-notch 

Triggers that absolutely convince me in terms of design, 

functionality, and playability. Try them!

Your	Ralf	Mersch	
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On the last page of the Music Production 
Guide a link can be found to download a zip-
file containing all previous editions (in the Box 
„Music Production Guide History“).

In addition, we offer the opportunity to access all previous 

issues online. The Music Production Guide Archive is available 

from everywhere you've got connection to the internet.

A simple click on the issue is all you have to do to open and 

download it as a PDF.

The link to the English editions:

http://www.easysounds.eu/mpghistory/history_en.htm

The link to the German editions:

http://www.easysounds.eu/mpghistory/index.html

Music Production Guides –  
coMPlete archive online
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YaMaha-Goodies  
for MX49/MX61: 
live instruMents 
PerforMance Kit

PerforMance Kit

The "Performance Kit" consists of the following  

components:

•	MX49/MX61	Performance	Library

•	WAV	 pool	 with	 about	 200	WAV	 files	 totaling	 93	MB	

(drum	loops,	vocal	and	vocoder	phrases,	sound	effects,	

and	atmospheres)

•	MIDI	loops	&	arpeggios

To register for this free goodie simply write an e-mail with the 

keyword „MX49/MX61 Performance Kit“ to:

mxgoodies@easysounds.de

As soon as the registration process is complete you will  

receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password 

and a link where the file can be downloaded.

live instruMents

„Live Instruments“ includes a high-quality collection of 

sounds of the categories piano, electric piano, clavinet, 

organ, mellotron, strings, brass section, and synth. So it's 

a selection of instruments that all keyboardists in bands 

require regularly. 

•	100	Voices

•	32	Performances,	divided	into: 

SPLIT	Performances	(Instruments	&	ARP)	

LIVE	Performances	(Split	&	Layer)	

LIVE	Performances	(Single)	

LIVE	HYBRID	Performances

The free soundset "Live Instruments for MX" can  

be ordered by writing an e-mail with the subject  

"Live4MX" to: 

live4mx@easysounds.de

Immediately after registration you will receive an email 

from EASY SOUNDS containing the download link for the 

activation of the content.

Yamaha offers free additional, yet high-quality content for MX49/MX61 users. It was produced 
by Yamaha Music Europe in cooperation with EASY SOUNDS.
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The free MOX „Sound & Groove Kit“ is available for all registered users of the MOX.

This soundset includes an „Electronic & Dance“ soundlibrary featuring 128 Voices - a selection of the best synth-sounds from 

the EASY SOUNDS soundlibraries for the MOTIF series.

In addition, the package includes a WAV loop pool with drums, synths, vocals, sound effects, and atmospheres for Cubase 

AI and other DAWs.

Registration for this goodie is done by writing an informal e-mail with the keyword „MOX“ to this e-mail address:

moxgoodies@easysounds.de

easY sounds soundsets for MoX

The popular MOTIF soundlibrary from EASY SOUNDS is also available in MOX format.

The following products are available:

MoX „sound & Groove Kit“

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Stage	&	Studio“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Phat	Analog“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Organ	Session“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Hypnotic	Stepz“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Chill	Xperience“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Mystic	Spheres“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Dance	Xpanded“

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Live	Instruments“

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Nature	of	Chill“

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Dance	Pro“

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Phat	Analog	II“

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Xtasyn“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Synth	Xtreme“	

•	Yamaha	MOX	„Magical	Pads“	

Visit the EASY SOUNDS online shop:

www.easysounds.de
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YaMaha cP1 artist PerforMances

A free soundset in excellent quality is abvailable for every CP1 user.

A total of 64 Performances were programmed by renowned sound designers Johannes Waehneldt and Peter Jung on behalf 

of Yamaha Music Europe.

The soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail to 

cp1goodies@easysounds.de

containing the keyword „CP1 Artist“.

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS containing a link where 

the file can be downloaded.
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Motif Xf  
flash MeMorY  
content

Yamaha is working with third party software 

vendors to offer an extensive amount of 

free and optional Flash Memory content for 

registered MOTIF XF users.

The flash memory content package  

„Inspiration In A Flash“ make a perfect first stock for a 

sample-library of up to 2 GB for the non-volatile Flash  

Memory of the MOTIF XF. This content package  

contains three new User Voice Banks, 353 User Waveforms, 

458 MB of Samples and 12 User Drum Kits. It focusses on 

the sound categories piano, organ, brass & reeds, pads, 

synths, oriental instruments and drums.

These Voice Banks can be individually  

loaded into the volatile SDRAM of the  

MOTIF XF, if no Flash Memory Module is installed.

The „Symphonic Orchestra Library“ features 128 User 

Voices, 34 User Waveforms and 336 MB Samples 

(979 Keybanks). 

The orchestra library produced by Prof. Dr. Peter Jung 

(Duisburg-Essen, Germany) is based on recordings that 

were created over the past five years with the participation 

of two well-known Central European symphony orchestras. 

The recorded sounds are very lively and authentic. Some 

feature delicate impressions of „disturbances“ that are  

typical for strings, such as the sound of slightly hitting the 

instrument body with the bow. All recordings were digitally 

processed on PCs, collaborating with well-known sound 

designers.

In addition to the orchestra sounds the Voice bank also 

contains sounds of categories like Electric Organ, Pipe  

Organ, Acoustic Piano, and Electric Piano.

To be able to load the complete All-file a Flash Expansion 

Memory Module (512 MB or 1 GB) is required. Single 

Voices can also be loaded into the SDRAM memory of the 

MOTIF XF (volatile sample memory).

This free content for the MOTIF XF can be requested by  

sending an e-mail containing the keywords „MOTIF XF  

Inspiration & Symphonic“ to:

xfgoodies@easysounds.de

The MOTIF XF user will receive an e-mail from EASY 

SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can 

be downloaded.
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Yamaha offers another free soundset for 

the MOTIF / MOXF that is dealing with a 

truly legendary Yamaha synthesizer: the 

Virtual Acoustic Synthesizers VP1.

The VP1 sounds brutal. The sound impresses by an 

amazing vitality, coupled with amazing stereo renderings. 

There is no doubt that even after almost twenty years  

the VP1 can sonically compete with current workstations. 

It was and is a truly remarkable result of exquisite 

engineering.

sound, by varying the parameter values, can be 

dynamically changed using the numerous performance 

functions of VP1. 

The author Prof. Dr. Peter Juung has carefully recorded 

sounds of the VP1 and created a sound set. The VP1 

soundset includes 565MB of sample data. Everything was 

recorded in stereo and organised in 19 Waveforms, which 

rely on 536 Keybanks. From these Waveforms 48 Voices 

whose character was previously only found in the original 

were programmed exclusively for the MOTIF and MOXF. 

The soundset takes us into the magical world of "Physical 

Modeling" synthesis of the VP1. 

The soundset "VP1 MOTIF" can be requested by writing an 

e-mail with the subject "VP1" to:

vp1@easysounds.de

After successful registration you will get an e-mail from 

EASY SOUNDS containing the download link for the 

activation of the content. 

der vP1 froM the inside

The VP1 uses "Physical Modeling". With the help of a 

physical model, e.g. of a stringed instrument, you can 

get an actual sound by setting the parameter values. 

The excitement, e.g. a pick or a bow brings virtual kinetic 

energy into the model, which is made to audible sound by 

the model. 

A sound generated with the "Physical Modeling" synthesis 

is not a simple snapshot that does not change like with 

pure sampling. Rather than that, the "physical modeling" 

soundset for Motif Xf und MoXf

vP1 PhYsical ModelinG
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In special cases some birthdays are 
celebrated quite more than a single day - 
which is also true for the tenth anniversary 
of the Yamaha MOTIF.  Wojtek Olszak pulls 
that event back into memory with his 10th 
Anniversary Pack. 

This 10th Anniversary Pack uses samples from previously 

published promotional soundsets, namely:  

•	Chicks	Mark	V

•	Peter	Jung's	CS-80

•	CF	-	CP1

The 64 Voices of this pack are roughly divided into the 

following categories: 

•	Acoustic	Pianos

•	E-Pianos	/	Clavinets

•	CS-80	Leads

•	CS-80	Brasses

•	Pads

•	Strings

•	Organs

•	Miscellaneous

The free soundset "10th Anniversary Pack for MOTIF XF by 

Wojtek Olszak" can be ordered by writing an e-mail with 

the subject "10th Anniversary Pack" to: 

10th_anni_wo@easysounds.de	

Immediately after registration you will receive an e-mail 

from EASY SOUNDS containing the download link for the 

activation of the content.
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The recent Goodies contained almost 

exclusively User Voices and Samples. For 

some time now many users, however, 

expressed to get new content in the field 

of Performances and Live Mixings. Yamaha 

Europe now corresponds to this wish and 

provides new sound sets: Hybrid Live 

Performances for MOTIF XF and MOXF.

The following Performance Sets are included in the 

downlad:

Hybrid Perfor mer - Set 1

32	Performances

Performance	mode

Programmed	by	HaPe	Henkel	and	Peter	Krischker

Hybrid Perfor mer - Set 2

16	Hybrid	Live	Performances		

Song	Mixing	mode

Programmed	by	HaPe	Henkel

Hybrid Perfor mer - Set 3

32	Hybrid	Live	Performances

Song	Mixing	mode

These	Performances	are	based	on	chart	titles	using		

the	User	Sound	Library	that	has	been	launched	some	

years	ago		

Programmed	by	Jean	Moric	Behrends

As you can see above, the first set contains "traditional" 

Performances.

The sets 2 and 3 on the other hand contain "Hybrid 

Live Performances", which are very popular among live 

keyboardists.

Hybrid Live Performances are Mixings at the highest 

level and with the broadest capabilities. They contain 

not only complex layer or split programmings, but even 

allow to switch between sounds without interruption. 

Many ambitious and professional keyboardist prefer these 

special Live Performances over traditional Performances 

with their four different Parts.

A Hybrid Live Performance is created in the Song or 

Pattern Mixing mode. In contrast to the Performance 

mode, up to 16 Parts are available here. In a Hybrid Live 

Performance groups can be formed with different MIDI 

Receive Channels (Receive Ch.). Thus, within a single 

Mixing even more than one Performance can be realised. 

They can be selected by using the TRACK SELECT buttons 

without having the previous sound cut off.

A common download folder is set up for the three sets of 

the Hybrid Performer series.

The sets are available for MOTIF XF and MOXF and  

can be requested by writing an e-mail with the subject 

"Hybrid" to:

hybridperformer@easysounds.de

After registration you will receive an e-mail containing a 

download link from EASY SOUNDS with a clearance for 

the content.

Motif Xf / MoXf  
PerforMance sound-
set „hYbrid PerforMer“
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Motif Xs: 
euroPean loYaltY ProGraM and 
oriental soundset

The „European Loyalty Program” offers MOTIF XS users free additional but nonetheless high-
class content.

It is mainly a premium Voice and Sample library produced by EASY SOUNDS in collaboration with Yamaha Music Europe 

which contains the following:

•	The	3-layers	Yamaha	S700	stereo	piano	(32	MB	compressed)	

•	„Sweet	Voices“	and	choir	and	scatvoices	from	the	Yamaha	Tyros

•	Best-of	compilations	of	the	optional	soundsets	from	EASY	SOUNDS	

•	A	WAV	pool	containing	200	WAV	files	with	93	MB	in	total

The MOTIF XS soundset „Oriental Instruments & Percussion“ was produced by turkish musicians and contains the following:

•	36	Performances

•	128	Voices

•	9	User	Drum	Voices

•	113	User	Waveforms	/	84	MB	Samples	of	oriental	instruments

•	6	Turkish	Authentic	Micro	Tunings

„Oriental Instruments“ is developed for the use in both traditional and modern turkish music and is based on authentic 

samples of oriental musical instruments. Nonetheless these special oriental instruments can be used in music styles like pop, 

world, chill out, ambient and whatever you can imagine.

To register for the loyalty program and the oriental soundset simply write an e-mail with the keyword  

„MOTIF XS Goodies“ to:

sxgoodies@easysounds.de

As soon as the registration process is complete, the MOTIF XS user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a 

password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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s90 Xs / s70 Xs:  
soundPacKaGe

A free „Soundpackage“ with additional high-class content is available for  
S90 XS / S70 XS users. 

This Soundpackage is produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe and contains the following:

•	Soundset	„Pop	&	Dance“	-	128	professional	Voices	from	the	EASY	SOUNDS	library	

•	Soundset	„Vocoder	Dreamz“	containing	40	Vocoder	Voices

•	A	WAV	pool	containing	200	WAV	files	with	a	total	size	of	93	MB	

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „S90 XS / S70 XS Soundpackage“ to:

s90xsgoodies@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

Motif-racK Xs:  
sound & infoPacKaGe

MOTIF-RACK XS users can obtain the free „Sound & Infopackage“ that‘s produced by EASY 
SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.

The software package contains a Soundset (128 Voices), a WAV pool with 200 loops and audio phrases, a demo song, and 

a comprehensive guide plus tips & tricks.

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „MOTIF-RACK XS Sound & 

Infopackage“ to:

mrxgoodies@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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Users of the MO6 / MO8, S90 ES, and MOTIF-RACK ES can obtain a free Sound & Infopackage 
that‘s produced by EASY SOUNDS under contract to Yamaha Music Europe.

This includes the soundset „Pop Xpanded“ with 192 profesional live- and arpeggio-Voices. Furthermore a comprehensive 

documentation and other useful tips & tricks are included. 

This free soundpackage can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Pop Xpanded“ to:

popxpanded@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.

s90 es, Motif-racK es, Mo6/Mo8:  
sound & infoPacKaGe

tenori-on:  
euroPean voice & saMPlebanK

Yamaha Music Europe and EASY SOUNDS provide their free soundlibrary „European Voice & 
Samplebank“ to all Tenori-On users. 

The downloadable file (48 MB) contains the following:

•	18	Tenori-On	User	Voices	(Samplings)

•	4	Tenori-On	Demos	(AllBlock-Files)

•	268	Samples	in	WAV-Format	(19	MB)

•	Comprehensive	PDF	documentation

This free sound library can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „Tenori-On European“ to:

tenorion@easysounds.de

You will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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Yamaha offers free content for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.

There are five content packages available for download:

•	Extra	Content	1	-	Jazz	Kit	(4	Drum	Kits)

•	Extra	Content	2	-	Rock	Kit	(13	Drum	Kits)

•	Extra	Content	3	-	Electronic	Kit	(15	Drum	Kits)

•	Extra	Content	4	-	Vintage	Kit	(6	Drum	Kits)

•	Extra	Content	5	-	Oak	Kit	(6	Drum	Kits)

Altogether there are 44 Drum Kits (containing 150 MB samples) available. For more information and the download links visit

http://de.yamaha.com/de/support/

Go to the Downloads / Driver and Software section and enter the name of your drum kit model.

ocean Way drumS dtXPanSion Kit 

These three Drum Kits have been produced by Yamaha‘s sound designer Dave Polich and are based on the sample library 

from Ocean Way (Sonic Reality).

The Drum Kits feature a very complex programming containing multiple velocity layers. You can download the file at:

http://www.dtxperience.com/dtxpansion.php	

free druM Kits  
for dtX900 & dtXtreMeii i
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Yamaha provides 25 high quality Drum Kits (75 MB) for the DTX-MULTI 12 for free download.  

It is the same content that has been available for some time now for DTX900K, DTX950K, and DTXTREMEIII.

Here‘s an overview of the available Kits, which are divided into two files: 

File 1 = Acoustic Kits 

•	Jazz	Maple	(5	variations)

•	Oak	X	Single	(5	variations)

•	Vintage	(5	variations)

•	Rock	Single	(5	variations)	

File 2 = Electronic Kits

•	ClasscDance	

•	Classic	RX	

•	Drum’n’Bass	

•	HipHop90bpm	

•	House	128bpm

More information and download links can be found here:

http://download.yamaha.com	

First select your country and then enter DTX-MULTI12 into the search form.

free druM Kits  
for the dtX-Multi 12
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dtX-Multi 12 soundset:  
„oriental Percussion“

The DTX Electronic Percussion Pad MULTI-12 uses many of the high-end features and sounds 
from the DTX and MOTIF series and provides an optimum tool for live drumming, productions 
or rehearsals. 

With over 1,200 high-class sounds - including newly-developed drum, percussion and keyboard sounds - the DTX-12 MULTI 

enriches any musical situation. Up to 200 User Sets can be programmed and added with effects to get ready for every 

conceivable musical style with the best sounds around. In addition, the large 64MB Flash-ROM Wave-Memory can be filled 

with additional samples which then can be assigned to the Pads.

Now the soundset „Oriental Percussion“ for the DTX-MULTI 12 is available for registered users. It is provided by EASY 

SOUNDS on behalf of Yamaha Music Europe - free of charge.

The download package includes the following:

•	50	Patterns

•	24	Kits

•	132	User	Waves	(18	MB	Samples)

The soundset has been designed primarily for traditional and modern Turkish music. It‘s based on authentic samples of 

oriental percussion instruments.

The oriental instruments are however well suited for use in other music styles such as Pop, World, Chill Out, Ambient, etc.

„Oriental Percussion“ was programmed by the Turkish musician and producer Mert Topel.

Since 1990 Mert Topel is working as a musician with nationally and internationally known pop and rock stars such as 

Tarkan (1993-2008) and many others. Mert recorded several albums as a producer of jazz, fusion, rock bands, and singers 

like Kirac, Mor ve Otesi, Gülden Goksen, Grizu etc. He also has his own jazz-rock band „Fenomen“, which published its 

first album in 2006 - with very good response from jazz lovers. Another project is a collaboration with Alper Maral in the 

production of an electro-acoustic-oriented album called „The Voltage Control Project“, which appeared in 2010.

The DTX-12 MULTI Patterns produced by Mert Topel should inspire the musician in the first place and serve as basis for his 

own music productions.

This free soundset can be requested by sending an e-mail containing the keyword „DTX-M12 Oriental“ to:

dtxmulti12@easysounds.de

The user will receive an e-mail from EASY SOUNDS with a password and a link where the file can be downloaded.
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Thanks to the cooperation between Yamaha and Steinberg most 

of the recent instruments and mixing desks from the Yamaha Music 

Production range have the DAW software Cubase AI included – 

for those who do not own a DAW software yet this is one good  

reason more to buy from Yamaha. Even more Cubase AI is a 

music production tool with functions which were exclusive for 

high-end studios not very long time ago.

Even better: European customers buying a Yamaha Music 

Production instrument with included Cubase AI software are  

qualified  to request a free English language tutorial CD from ASK 

Video containing 23 videos on how to use Cubase AI4.

The CD is English language only and only available as long stocks 

last. So better be quick – request your CD by sending an e-mail 

containing the serial number of your Yamaha instrument and your 

name and address to:

musicproduction@yamaha.de

important note: this cd-rom can not be shipped outside europe!

cubase ai tutorial videos  
for reGistered users
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MontaGe PreMiuM soundlibraries 
froM easY sounds

montaGe „PHat analoG“
Synthleads, pads & more! Time less Performance Library with a Minimoog emulation (Leadsynths), 
Jupiter-8 pad and arpeggio sounds, and many more analogue synth sounds based on original 
samples. The ultimate analogue extension for MONTAGE!

montaGe „nature of cHill“
Exquisite Performance collection for chill out, lounge, ambient, electronic, and related musical 
styles of popular music. In addition to broad, effective, and atmospheric synthesizer sounds the 164 
Performances also include remakes of traditional instrument sounds from the fields of piano, electric 
piano, and guitar.

montaGe „l ive orGan“
"Live Organ" emulates the sound of the legendary Hammond B3. In order to realise the highest possible 
authenticity and the original Hammond feeling in a way not been seen before, the samples already 
contain the slow / fast Leslie and the typical Hammond distortion. The internal effects of MONTAGE 
like Rotary Speaker or Distortion are not required for this type of sampling.

montaGe „l ive inStrumentS“
Performance Library with high-quality sounds of the categories piano, electric piano, clavinet, organ, 
Mellotron, strings, brass section, synth. Popular selection of instruments that are always required by 
keyboard players in bands. In addition, the Library contains drum sounds and Arpeggio Performances 
that offer inspiration and idea material for productions.

montaGe „XtaSyn“
Up-to-date synth and drum sounds for dance / trance / house / electronica / pop / chill out. Can be 
used for mainstream chart-oriented productions as well as for progressive dance / trance / techno / 
eletronic tracks.

more montaGe SoundSetS in Production!

The soundsets are available from: 

eaSy SoundS – Peter Krischker

www.easysounds.de

vertrieb@easysounds.de
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oPtional soundsets for  
Motif / MoXf / MoX and s series

EASY SOUNDS „Live Organ“

EASY SOUNDS „Energy“

EASY SOUNDS „Dance Pro“

EASY SOUNDS „Evolving Soundscapes“

EASY SOUNDS „Live Instruments“

EASY SOUNDS „Nature of Chill“

EASY SOUNDS „Xtasyn“

EASY SOUNDS „FM Xpanded“

EASY SOUNDS „Phat Analog“ 

EASY SOUNDS „Phat Analog II“

EASY SOUNDS „Chill Xperience“

EASY SOUNDS „Drum Performer“

EASY SOUNDS „Stage & Studio“

EASY SOUNDS „Dance Xpanded“

EASY SOUNDS „Synth Xtreme“

EASY SOUNDS „Hypnotic Stepz“

EASY SOUNDS „Magical Pads“

EASY SOUNDS „Mystic Spheres“

EASY SOUNDS „Vocoder Dreamz“ 

EASY SOUNDS „Organ Session“

DCP Productions „Vintage Keys“

DCP Productions „Pulse“

DCP Productions „Axxe“

DCP Productions „Air“

DCP Productions „Studio Drums“

the above soundsets are available for the following 

devices:

motif Xf, moXf, motif XS, S90 XS, S70 XS, moX, 

motif eS, S90 eS, mo6/mo8, motif-racK XS, 

motif-racK eS. Some soundsets are not available 

in all formats. the most recent soundsets are offered 

primarily for motif Xf, moXf, and motif XS. each 

soundset contains 128 voices. depending on the device, 

additional content such as Performances, Samples, 

user arpeggios, and Wav loops are included.

the soundsets are available from: 

eaSy SoundS – Peter Krischker 

vertrieb@easysounds.de 

www.easysounds.de
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iMPrint &  
further linKs

iMPortant websites  

for Motif users

Official international Yamaha website for synthesizers 

including a comprehensive download section 

www.yamahasynth.com

Official website of Yamaha Music Europe GmbH  

www.yamaha-europe.com

American MOTIF support website including message 

board + KEYFAX webshop + „XSpand Your World“  

downloads  

www.motifator.com

EASY SOUNDS website + webshop sounds and  

USB sticks for Yamaha synths  

www.easysounds.de

John Melas MOTIF Site Editor softwares  

for the MOTIF series  

www.jmelas.gr/motif

Cool Webinars 

Support for Yamaha synthesizers and more  

www.cool-webinars.com

Music Production  

Guide historY

You can download all English editions already  

published as one single ZIP file using this link to the  

EASY SOUNDS website: 

www.easysounds.eu/NewsGuidesEN.zip

A total summary of all topics ever discussed in the Music 

Production Guide can be found here: 

www.easysounds.eu/mpghistory/history_en.htm

YaMaha Music Production Guide

The official News Guide about the Yamaha Music Production product series and Computer Music Instruments

Published by

EASY SOUNDS 

Peter Krischker 

Am Langberg 97 A 

D-21033 Hamburg 

Telefon: +49 40 - 738 62 23

In cooperation with

Yamaha Music Europe GmbH 

Siemensstraße 43 

D-25462 Rellingen 

Telefon: +49 41 01 - 30 30 

e-mail: motifnews@easysounds.de

The free Music Production Guide contains news, tips & tricks, software offers, and interviews on and around Yamaha 

synthesizers of the MOTIF series, MOX/MOXF series, MX series, reface, S series, MO series, MM series, Tenori-On, and 

articles about recording, software, and Computer Music Instruments.

You can subscribe or unsubscribe to the free Music Production Guide by sending an informal e-mail to:

motifnews@easysounds.de
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